PROJECT MENU
WINTER SERIES 2018

BADASS LEATHER CUFF
1-1.5 hours
- variety of leather dyes or color choices
- made to size

TRIPLE STACK BRACELETS
1 hour
- set of 3 leather & metal plated 3x wrap bracelets (9 wraps total)
- all 22k gold or silver plated metal pieces
- variety of leather color choices
- requires patience & dexterity for working with small parts

STAMPED CHARM NECKLACE
1 hour
- choose 22k gold or silver plated metal
- variety of colors
- requires patience & dexterity for working with small parts

ZEN MALA NECKLACE
1 hour
- 108 mala featuring a silk tassel + stone & wood beads
- variety of bead color/material choices
- variety of bead colors/material choices

CLASSY ASS BAR NECKLACE
1-1.5 hours
- designer inspired
- variety of color choices
- made to size

BEADED WRAP BRACELET
1.5-2 hours
- designer inspired
- variety of color choices
- made to size

MALA BRACELET SET
1 hour
- set of 4 mala bracelets
- 2 stone, 2 wood beads
- variety of bead color/material choices
- made to size

HEX NUT BRACELET
1-1.5 hours
- designer inspired
- variety of color choices
- made to size
- prerequisite: ability to braid

PROJECT MENU
BAUBLES N SWAG

CLASSY ASS BAR NECKLACE
1-1.5 hours
- designer inspired
- variety of color choices
- made to size

TRIPLE STACK BRACELETS
1 hour
- set of 3 leather & metal plated 3x wrap bracelets (9 wraps total)
- all 22k gold or silver plated metal pieces
- variety of leather color choices
- requires patience & dexterity for working with small parts

STAMPED CHARM NECKLACE
1 hour
- choose 22k gold or silver plated metal
- variety of colors
- requires patience & dexterity for working with small parts

ZEN MALA NECKLACE
1 hour
- 108 mala featuring a silk tassel + stone & wood beads
- variety of bead color/material choices
- variety of bead colors/material choices

CLASSY ASS BAR NECKLACE
1-1.5 hours
- designer inspired
- variety of color choices
- made to size

BEADED WRAP BRACELET
1.5-2 hours
- designer inspired
- variety of color choices
- made to size

MALA BRACELET SET
1 hour
- set of 4 mala bracelets
- 2 stone, 2 wood beads
- variety of bead color/material choices
- made to size

HEX NUT BRACELET
1-1.5 hours
- designer inspired
- variety of color choices
- made to size
- prerequisite: ability to braid

PROJECT MENU
ART

URBAN SILHOUETTE ART
2 hours
- choose any silhouette
- paint a variety of colors

NAIL N STRING ART
2-3 hours
- variety of shape templates
- paint and string in a variety of colors

DISTRESSED WOOD ART
2 hours
- make with natural pine
- distress to desired level

WARHOL-ESQUE POP ART
1.5-2 hours
- inspired by warhol
- several templates
- paint any colors

OMBRÉ FIBER WALL ART
2 hours
- dip dye a variety of colors
- 3.5' tall when finished

MARQUEE LETTER
2-3 hours
- choose any letter or an ampersand
- about 15" tall
- NOT ELIGIBLE FOR HALF PRICE 2nd PROJECT
CUSTOM LEATHER KOOZIE

- variety of leather dyes to choose from
- stamp or carve in anything you desire!

JEWELRY ORGANIZER

- choose from a variety of background colors and patterns
- paint frame any color

LEATHER LUGGAGE TAGS

- set of two tags
- cut and sand glass by hand

WOODEN 6-PACK CARRIER

- bottle opener included
- paint a variety of colors

CUSTOM LEATHER HIP FLASK

- hip flask included
- variety of leather dyes to choose from
- stamp or carve in anything you desire!

LEATHER PET COLLAR

- variety of dye & leather colors
- make to your pets neck size

ARM KNIT INFINITY SCARF

- variety of yarn colors
- no knitting experience required!

STONE SERVING TRAY

- variety of stone slabs
- paint accents any color

MAGIC CATCH BOTTLE OPENER

- magnets catch bottle caps
- paint & personalize to taste

LEATHER WRISTLET CLUTCH

- variety of design options & leather colors

NEW DESIGN

LIMITED TIME

NEW DESIGN

LIBATIONS

LIBATIONS

LIFE-STYLE

LIFE-STYLE